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The major activity at tartba la centred round the South Bank Coffer Dam, aa the 
River flows throat* the forth abutments# Wei* hae therefore wry definitely 
passed well into at are two of the grand project. b_ ODoO ' 

girnul arieaualy earth re^oirera are shuttling in and mat of the tunnel leading to 
the huge underground power house. Thousands upon thousands of Journeys were 
rwcesaary to excavate this huge cavern, drilled, blasted and clawed virtually 
out of eoll4 rook. 

I echanlcal 1 ostlers keep the wsste material moving, and It 1» quite clear that 
Jarlba could never have been built et all without modem earth moving equipment. 
The noise down here la alaoat Incredible as batteries of pneumatic drills pound 
their way into the rock face, laying the foundations for yet further progress 
and expansion. se believe that only now emi the layman begin to understand how 
the cost of 'sriba can reach such astronomical figures, for only now can he see 
it la terns of millions of tons. 

Meanwhile, the concrete silos are supplying a steady stxesa of concrete, which is 
carried to feed Zariba's constructional nerve centre, the llondIn platform. The 
concrete is handled er» the South Bank where it is tipped into buckets which mow 
on cables ant. which carry 1C tons st s time* 

Under control from the Blendin plstfora across the river, the concrete buckets 
are run to any part of the $ reject where they are needed. It'a all eo huge that 
it looks like a mere thimblebul at a time# With Ion; distance instructions, the 
platform operator lowers esch load gently into piece. After the concrete is 
released, it is consolidated lay mechanical vib etora. Meanwhile pipes sre being 
laid to pump the coffer dam dzy# ?'ben it is completed • one of a hundred 
isolated Jobs attached to a modern engineering miracle. 


